MetrologXG

Universal 3D Inspection Solution

The definitive software for all 3D inspection
An unparalleled solution, adaptable to all types of
3D measuring machines.
Works with Windows 7, XP (32 - 64 bit)
& Windows 2000.
A reliable and proven product with thousands of
installations world-wide.
A solution used by the world’s most innovative
industrial, automotive and aerospace companies.

Compatible with all CAD formats
Metrolog XG contains an extensive
graphics library enabling the import
of most CAD formats, such as IGES,
VDA, SET, UNISURF, CATIA, ProE,
UG, etc. For some of these CAD
formats, Metrolog XG will retrieve
Geometrical
Dimensions
and
Tolerances directly from the CAD
model.

One software for many applications
Mechanical

Sheet Metal

Analysis & Tolerancing

Reports

Direct access to all
standard measuring
functions: geometric
features, constructions,
calculations and tolerance
evaluations, plus advanced
Best Fitting capabilities.

Metrolog XG enables part
inspection by comparing
the actual detail to its
nominal definition.
Multiple integrated
inspection solutions
facilitate various specific
applications (body, plastics,
molding, etc.)

Metrolog XG incorporates
powerful algorithms to
interpret geometric tolerances
according to the latest
requirements.
A user assistant
automatically
creates program
steps by a simple
click on the 3-D
CAD tolerance
representation
(graphical
representation of
GD&T)

Metrolog XG assists in the
creation of measurement
reports containing all
necessary information in
a precise and readable
format. Each report may
be customized
by inserting
graphical views,
result stickers,
measurement
tables… It is also
possible to export
the results to
statistical software
for analysis.
Reports are
available on paper
or electronic formats.

A common solution to all your inspection needs
Compatible solution with all measurement systems
Metrolog XG connects to most measuring machines and
portable systems without change or modification to the
electronics.
Adapts to any configuration, from a simple manual
machine to more complicated CNC machines, including
multiple arms and rotary tables.
Interfaces with all probing systems including touch
probes, scanning probes, laser scanners, laser
trackers, photogrammetry systems …. thus
optimizing the quality control department.

Increase
inspection
productivity
Unify your measuring equipment.
Create programs compatible with all of your
machines or with those of your clients.
Give users the flexibility to work
efficiently on all your measuring systems.

360° 3D INSPECTION SOLUTION

Explore our online software configurator,
where you select the best solution for
your needs:

www.metrologicgroup.com

Discover extraordinary 3D inspection solutions
Silma XG: exceptionally powerful offline CMM
programming and simulation software that includes
complete machine & environment simulation with
advanced collision detection!
Metrologic Inspection V5: The only software solution
for 3D measuring equipment integrated within the CATIA
V5 environment.

Our comprehensive range of innovative and efficient
products establishes Metrologic Group as the world
leader in software solutions for 3D inspection.
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Metrologic Group designs, develops and regularly
offers new optional modules dedicated to specific uses
such as blade and gear measurement or point cloud
analysis. Each module provides specific features for
more sophisticated and powerful measurement.
Integration of these modules inside the Metrolog XG
product illustrates the goal of the Metrologic Group;
to provide universal and evolving software that is
capable of measuring any type of part.

Metrologic Group specializes in the
design and manufacture of software
and hardware solutions dedicated to 3D
inspection.
Metrologic Group has developed more
than 60 direct software-to-machine
interfaces with any controller including
CMMs, articulated arms, laser trackers
and 3D optical scanners.
Metrologic Group offers Coordinate
Measuring Machines (CMM) retrofits
with new hardware, calibration, onsite
support, training and maintenance
services.

Worldwide presence
7 subsidiaries and a distributors network in 30 countries

Find more information about our products and services: www.metrologicgroup.com
Your distributor

Metrologic Group S.A.
6 Chemin du Vieux Chêne
Inovallée - 38240 Meylan - FRANCE
Ph: +33 (0) 476 043 030
Fax: +33 (0) 476 907 571
Email: metrologic@metrologic.fr

